
Anna: Denouement 
Don Reality Check 

So the very beautiful, strange and ultimately hurtful “Anna” chapter of my life adventure draws to a very sad closing in an irrational 
outburst of determined and petulant intransigence about nothing? Her incomprehensible choices undoubtedly unleashed celebration of this 
great “victory” for Annakovich but compelled me to return to Texas to heal my heart, mind and spirit while I enjoy the holiday season 
with my beloved family. Anna has helped me understand that I am very blessed to have so many people who truly love and care about me.  

My adventures in France, Belarus and Ukraine were designed to expand my life adventure while offering my family the freedom to enjoy 
their lives without the burden of me intruding on their every day lives but it is time to reconnect long enough to appreciate and understand 
each other.   

I am heartened that India seems very excited to meet me at the airport in Dallas! She will drive us to the beautiful highland lakes of central 
Texas where I am staying until January. She has risen to become an amazing young woman while we have been apart so it will be 
fascinating to explore each other in reality for awhile until she returns to her other life priorities.  

Anna Reality Check 

There is a struggle between light and darkness in every human spirit. In truth, every dark thought or choice in life is a limitation 
on our ultimate success and happiness. Embracing the light as the dominant force in our lives is the only certain path to 
maximizing the success and happiness of our lives. Most people irrationally choose the path of darkness to much lesser lives. 

The good news is that the very strange ending to my relationship with Anna can never erase the many great life moments that we shared 
together. For now, we seem to have lost the battle for Anna’s soul to the darkness of Annakovich but Annakovich failed to destroy the 
love I feel in my heart for the most beautiful side of Anna’s nature.   

I always cared much more about Anna than Annakovich ever cared about Anna or allowed Anna to care about me but I will be forever 
grateful that Anna allowed me to feel true love in my heart. Yes, Annakovich will dismiss this assertion as “just words” or a “fantasy” but 
such dark thoughts cannot erase the true feelings in my huge heart for Anna.  

So what is this love that I feel for Anna? Certainly not “romantic” love because fate erased that possibility when I arrived on this earth 37 
years before Anna. But the dimensions of love are as infinite as the stars in the universe and the most beautiful and meaningful love 
involves the greatest affection and admiration for the beauty of another human spirit.  

This is the love that Anna could never understand but she inspired me to feel from the moment she revealed the most beautiful side of her 
nature to me. That magical reveal and her many kindnesses inspired me to exhaust my life force to help Anna to escape the darkness of 
Annakovich. I lost the battle with Annakovich for now but we can ultimately win the war for Anna’s soul if she ever chooses to turn on 
the beautiful light of her spirit and make it the dominant force in her life. 

Yes, Annakovich conveniently dismisses the possibilities of life to preserve her control of Anna. In truth, fate creates our birth attributes 
and circumstances and offers us many opportunities, possibilities and obstacles to overcome on the exciting but often difficult road of life 
but it is the wisdom of the choices we make that determine our destinies and the quality, consequence, success and happiness of our lives.  

Yes, Annakovich has successfully caused Anna to ignore all of these self evident realities many times but I care too much about Anna to 
ever surrender to the duplicity of Annakovich. I get the feeling that Anna has been acquiescing to the darkness of Annakovich for so long 
that she has lost her connection to her very beautiful inner essence to the point she believes Annakovich is her true identity. Tragic… 

Summary 

Don appeared in Anna’s life and saw all the beauty inside her. This inspired him to exhaust his life force to try to help her escape the 
darkness of Annakovich. Tragically, Anna chose not to summon the courage, the will, the emotional maturity or the common sense to 
banish Annakovich to her past and allow the beautiful side of her nature to become the dominant life force in her future. Instead, she chose 
to “double down” on her irrational acquiescence to the darkness of Annakovich? UNREAL! 

The consequence of her dark choice is to banish the man who cared about her the most from her life and limit her life outcomes to a tiny 
fraction of their potential. Yes, Annakovich must dupe Anna into ignoring her life potential to maintain her dark control of Anna’s soul 
but Anna will always possess the power to turn on the beautiful light of her spirit. 

Yes, Annakovich is in control and she does not care about Don but Don still loves Anna and remains eternally ready to help her emerge 
from the darkness of Annakovich into the light.   

Fate offers possibilities but choices determine destinies. Fate presented Don in Anna’s life to offer her a choice to emerge from the dark 
realm of Annakovich and pursue a transcendent life experience in all dimensions. Yes, Annakovich closed Anna’s mind to all the 
incredible possibilities for her future but, at any moment, Anna can make the OBVIOUS choice to emerge from the dark abyss of 
Annakovich into the beautiful light of super-achievement, success and happiness in her life.  

They say “absence makes the heart grow fonder!” Hopefully Anna will feel this after Don is gone and she enters this empty apartment and 
a future without him loving her and encouraging her to become the best she can be. No woman ever inspired me as much or disappointed 
me as much as Anna but a man is always free to dream of miracles from a woman’s heart. Yes, Annakovich will ridicule all of this… 

Anya, dosvedanya! 


